s model is the use of features on higher nodes. The paper contains three sections besides the introduction and conclusion. In the first section, there will be a justification of the features used to describe Godi~ verbs. In section two, rules needed to generate basic and more compl_ex structures will be discussed. Finally, section three contains a discussion of how certain generalizations can be captured by redundancy rules in the lexicon.
1. A basic part of a daughter dependency grammar is classification of all items by features. Binary features are assigned by a set of classification rules. These rules can be diagrammed in a network, resembling system networks developed by Halliday. Below is a diagram of features needed to describe the syntactic behavior of verbs in Godii: ( l) +tense-comp -l[~finite,c;......~~~~~~~~~~~~--::::;1r-1+auxiliary 1+comp l eti ve ~aspectual-----l:
[~di transitive +directional In the chart above, all items are classified as either+ or -predicate. This feature is needed to distinguish predicates from non-predicates such as noun, adverbs, conjunctions, and other non-verbal particles. In this analysis[+ predicate] refers not only to verbs, but also to copulas, auxiliaries and adjectival verbs such as 11 be big", 11 be many", etc. The justification for grouping all these into one class is the fact that they all can optionally take tense markers {either the recent particle a or the remote particle wA) and they can all function as the main verb-of the sentence. This analysis depends, of course, on the interpretation of auxiliaries as main verbs, but this seems to be justified by the fact that they not only take tense markers, but also serve as the host of object clitics, like any main verb. Below One of the further subdivisions of the class [+predicate] is made by the entry± finite.
[+finite] refers specifically to those verbs functioning as the main verb in a declarative or interrogative sentence. (Declarative and interrogative sentences, whether negative or positive, will be designated as [+declarative] as opposed to imperatives which are [-declarative]) . When any item is both [+eredicate] and [+finite] , it can be optionally marked as [+tense-compJ. [-tense-comp] will designate a present tense verb, which has no overt marking. [+tense-comp] means a verb is followed by a recent or remote tense marker. i+ Verbs which are [+finite] and which are also .specified as [-transitive] and [-aspectual] are classified as [±auxiliary] . These features are needed to distinguish auxiliaries which are obligatorily followed by a verb complement (explained in the sister dependency section) from all _other verbs which can never be followed by such a complement. [-finite] will refer to those predicates which are not the main verb in a sentence (and thus cannot be specified for tense). These include any verb co-occuring with an auxiliary, such as 6oto hit in (5) above, or any verb occurring in compounds or complex verbal complements.
[~finite] will also refer to imperatives since they too do not take tense. 5 More importantly, imperatives and other nonfinite verbs all carry the same base tone, as shown below. 
The difference between these complex complements is not relevant here. Suffice it to say, however, that Hudson's system of feature complexes can adequately describe the differences in internal structure and distribution (Marchese, MS) . Below is a sample set of verbs. Note that features± ditransitive and± sent-comp cross-classify. 2. Now that the features which classify verbs have been discussed, we will now attempt to generate some verbal structures. In daughter dependency grammar, structures are generated through application of various kinds of rules. Some of the classification rules of Godi~ would include: (23) clauses C-1 +sentence: ±imperative, ±negative C-2 -imperative: ±interrogative predicates C-3 +predicate: ±finite, ±aspectual, ±transitive, ±directional C-4 +finite: ±tense-comp C-5 +finite, -aspectual, -transitive: ±auxiliary C-6 +aspectual: :tcompletive C-7 +transitive: ±ditransitive, ±locative, ±sent-comp C-8 -transitive: ±plural C-9 +locative, +sentence-comp: ±kA C-10 -locative, +sent-comp: ±ma C-11 +directional: ±ko, ±zo Classification rules are used in conjunction with daughter dependency and sister dependency rules. In daughter depende~cy rules, dependency is indicated by an arrow drawn on the line from the mother to the daughter structure. One rule will be needed to generate a predicate as the daughter of a sentence node. 
Once a predicate is introduced as a daughter, the pertinent classification rules can apply. For example if (a) is generated, classification rules C-3, C-4 apply. The predicate node can be further specified as [+finite] , [+aspectual] , [+transitive] , and [-directional] . Because of the features chosen, the application of rules 5 and 8 is excluded. However, we can apply C-4, 6, and 7 yielding [-tense-comp 
Because of these feature specifications, rules 9-11 will have no effect. This leaves the predicate node as follows:
Once these features have been added, sister dependency rules which are sensitive to the features on the predicate will generate dependent sisters (usually various complements). It is easy to see that in Hudson's model the predicate is viewed as central, since it determines what types of complements co-occur with it. In sister dependency rules, dependency is indicated by a raised arrow. Some of the predicate-oriented sister dependency rules include:
Given the features on the predicate, structure (a) will undergo SD 1 and 2, but the other sister dependency rules will not apply. (26) [
He hit the ahild.
Nominals will of course be specified for features such as ±pronominal, +definite, etc. Classification and dependency rules dealing with nominals are not included in this paper.
Generated structures such as (26) are unordered. Hudson proposes that the ordering of elements will be handled by sequence rules. For structure (26), two sequence rules are needed. In sequence rules a large-headed arrow denotes linear order:
S-1 indicates that the nominal generated as a sister of [+pred, +finite] precedes the predicate.
S-2 Except for the order specified in S-1, all other sisters follow their heads. 12
In the next section, structures of some basic verb constructions will be generated. (26) by the presence of an additional argument. The crucial rule here is SD 3 which generates a nominal sister off of a [+ditransitive] predicate. Consider: As for ordering restrictions, the sequence rule proposed for {26) also works for (27). In Godi~, direct and indirect objects may occur in any order following the verb if they are full nouns. However, if one is a pronoun, it will stay closest to the verb:
Ditransitives differ from structures like
ne: nL papo she gave it Papo
This necessitates another sequence rule:
l+trans J However, if both are pronouns, the ditransitive pronoun precedes the transitive one:
2.2 As stated in earlier sections, auxiliaries are considered finite since they take tense morphemes and object clitics. The feature [+auxiliary] will trigger a verbal complement1~ by SD 4. The following is a sample structure:
He wiU go.
Normally word order in Godi~ is SVO {note {26)), but when an AUX is present, the order is S AUX O V. Even though AUX is functioning as a finite predicate, it is the features on the second {non-finite) predicate which trigger complement nominals: {30) [+sr] To account for word order in this case, another exception will have to be made to sequence rule 2 (dependent sisters follow their heads), stating that dependent sisters of [-finite, -imperative] predicates precede rather than follow their heads. These exceptions are to be expected since Godi~ is not a strict SVO language.
2.3 Tense will be a sister of the verb, generated by rule SD 5 which is sensitive to the feature [+tense-comp] 
2.4 Imperatives in Godi~ are distinct from other verb constructions in several ways. First they take a special negative marker aa, which distinguishes them from all other sentences, including declarative and interrogative sentences. For this reason, [+sentence] is further specified as± imperative. Another main difference is that imperative verbs take the base tone of the verb. They cannot be inflected for aspect and do not normally take tense markers (see footnote 5). For this reason they are defined as [- Further research needs to be done in this area and in the area of sentence-complements before the description of the verb system is complete.
3. As the system stands, quite different structures will be generated for structures which are semantically very much alike. Consider the structures below: In a daughter dependency ·grammar, these two constructions do not appear to be formally related (by a transformation, for example). However, Hudson does suggest that certain regularities can be described in the lexicon. A set of redundancy rules like those proposed by for the transformation model could be modified and incorporated into the grammar and would nicely account for the relatedness between the verb forms.!.±. and l+o (Schachter, class notes house-Def is/has been measured The house is/has been measured.
These two sentences will not be related through any transformational rule. Rather, a rule in the lexicon would tell us that the two verbal -forms are related. This would diminish the cost of having two separate forms in the lexicon. The rule proposed would have the following shape:
The rule states that a verb with a certain phonological shape such as 1·1+/ with features [+pred, +trans] is related to another verb with the same shape, plus a suffixed ~, 16 which is [-trans]. X represents the verb in question; Y + Z, and, in some later cases, W, represent the arguments of the verb X. The rule further tells us that the first verb has two arguments but the second has only one. It also shows that the argument introduced by SD2 (Z) will be introduced by SD1 in the second form. This captures, in effect, the generalization that the object of the active verb has become the subject of the passive verb.
Similar rules could be introduced to account for numerous cases of verb 11 relatedness 11 • The lexicalist approach would ·seem to be the proper way to handle these phenomena in any model. While the relationships are predictable, they are not always productive. The additional rules link stative-process pairs, reciprocals and non-reciprocals, and causative and non-causative pairs.
In Godi~ there is a whole set of stative verbs with adjectival meanings. These verbs take only one complement. Some of them include: Although the addition of the mA suffjx causes no more arguments to be added to the verb, it does change the verb from [-aspectual] {showing no inflection for the completive-incompletive distinction) to [+aspectual] . Both process and stative verbs will be listed in the lexicon and redundancy rule 3 will capture the regularity between them:
The semantic primitive .9£ is used by Jackendoff (1976) for process verbs such as "turn red" or 11 melt 11 • The list of stative verbs is quite long, and almost all of them can occur with the mA suffix but some do not. This again confirms the use of the lexicalist approach, since it relates already existing forms rather than 11 producing 11 them. Thus, no forms must be listed as exceptions {i.e. as not undergoing a given transformation). The process verbs which are [-transitive] can occur as causatives {i.e. as transitives) .. In this case, if the undergoer of the action is a pronoun, an.!!. occurs between the verb and the pronoun. As yet, this has not been formally accounted for. An example of.!!. is given below:
The bananas are getting bZaak.
He is making them bZaak.
This correspondance will be shown by redundan"cy rule 4: have. These features, appearing on higher nodes, allow the analyst to pinpoint the exact differences between verbal subclasses and to formulate important generalizations. Lexical redundancy rules have been used to relate verb 11 pairs 11 including passive-non-passive, causative-non-causative, and reciprocal nonreciprocal forms. This appears to be the best way of handling the data since the processes involved are not totally productive.
FOOTNOTES
11 Further analysis may reveal that the high tone negation is a remnant of an auxiliary, in which case the alternative solution (assigning NEG on the verb) would be favored. 12 In a later section~ we will discuss some other exceptions to this seneralization. 13 The rule as written involves a disjunction. It states that a pronominal sister, whether a direct or indirect object must precede any full post-verbal nominal. I know of no other way to state this generalization, but it does pose a problem since Hudson wants to disallow disjunction in rules. 1~T here are several similarities between verbal complements following auxiliaries and constructions seen in (13) 20 It is possible that an underlying~ marker is causing centralization of the back vowels u + o: bulu +e bala, in which case rules 6 and 7 could be collapsed. 21 Eventually I hope to collapse many of the rules into /X/+---+/X+a/.
2~ Note there is some irregularity in this set. Some transitive verbs end in oA, while others end in~-This needs further research.
23 This is a very strange correspondance since the intransitive verbs belong to one vowel harmony set (L,o) and the transitive verbs to another (u,a) . The tendency for high retracted verbs to act sometimes as having an advanced underlying form has been noted in other contexts.
2~0 ne important aspect of Hudson's model has not been touched upon in this paper. He does allow for assignment of functions such as subject and topic (read focus}.
( 1 
The difference between these complex complements is not relevant here. Suffice it to say, however, that Hudson's system of feature complexes can adequately describe the differences in internal structure and distribution (Marchese, MS) . Below is a sample set of verbs. Note that features± ditransitive and± sent-comp cross-classify. If this analysis is accepted, verbs taking such particles could be classified as [+transitive] . The particle 'ko however does not act in this way. I suspect that Godi~ is in the middle of a historical change--that is,nouns are becoming postpositions. For the purposes of this paper, all particles are treated as if they are postpositions (rather than objects).
It may seem odd. that negation has not been mentioned as part of the verbal system. The reason for this is that there is evidence that negation should be assigned to the clause rather than to the verb phrase. Negation can be marked, in fact, on the subject (rather than on the predicate) of a clause: 11 2. Now that the features which classify verbs have been discussed, we will now attempt to generate some verbal structures. In daughter dependency grammar, structures are generated through application of various kinds of rules. Some of the classification rules of Godi~ would include: (23) clauses C-1 +sentence: ±imperative, ±negative C-2 -imperative: ±interrogative predicates C-3 +predicate: ±finite, ±aspectual, ±transitive, ±directional C-4 +finite: ±tense-comp C-5 +finite, -aspectual, -transitive: ±auxiliary C-6 +aspectual: :tcompletive C-7 +transitive: ±ditransitive, ±locative, ±sent-comp C-8 -transitive: !Plural C-9 +locative, +sentence-comp: ±kA C-10 -locative, +sent-comp: ±ma C-11 +directional: ±ko, ±zo Classification rules are used in conjunction with daughter dependency and sister dependency rules. In daughter dependertcy rules, dependency is indicated by an arrow drawn on the line from the mother to the daughter structure. One rule will be needed to generate a predicate as the daughter of a sentence node. [-locative] . Because of these feature specifications, rules 9-11 will have no effect. This leaves the predicate node as follows:
Given the features on the predicate, structure (a) will undergo SD 1 and 2, but the other sister dependency rules will not apply.
He hit the ahiZd.
S-1 [ +nom4---+pred, +finite:J-7
[+pred]
In the next section, structures of some basic verb constructions will be generated.
2.1 Ditransitives differ from structures like (26) by the presence of an additional argument. The crucial rule here is SD 3 which generates a nominal sister off of a [+ditransitive] predicate. Consider: (27) As for ordering restrictions, the sequence rule proposed for {26) also works for (27). In Godi~, direct and indirect objects may occur in any order following the verb if they are full nouns. However, if one is a pronoun, it will stay closest to the verb: Normally word order in Godi~ is SVO {note {26)), but when an AUX is present, the order is S AUX O V. Even though AUX is functioning as a finite predicate, it is the features on the second {non-finite) predicate which trigger complement nominals: (30) [+nom] ... To account for word order in this case, another exception will have to be made to sequence rule 2 {dependent sisters follow their heads), stating that dependent sisters of [-finite, -imperative] predicates precede rather than follow their heads. These exceptions are to be expected since Godi~ is not a strict SVO language.
2.3 Tense will be a sister of the verb, generated by rule SD 5 which is sensitive to the feature [+tense-comp] . For example, 2.4 Imperatives in Godi~ are distinct from other verb constructions in several ways. First they take a special negative marker aa, which distinguishes them from all other sentences, including declarative and interrogative sentences. For this reason, [+sentence] is further specified as± imperative. Another main difference is that imperative verbs take the base tone of the verb. They cannot be inflected for aspect and do not normally take tense markers (see footnote 5). For this reason they are defined as [-finite Further research needs to be done in this area and in the area of sentence-complements before the description of the verb system is complete.
3. As the system stands, quite different structures will be generated for structures which are semantically very much alike. Consider the structures below: (34) [+sent]
[+sent] 
is-eaten
In a daughter dependency ·grammar, these two constructions do not appear to be formally related (by a transformation, for example). However, Hudson does suggest that certain regularities can be described in the lexicon. A set of redundancy rules like those proposed by house-Def is/has been measured The house is/has been measured.
In Godi~ there is a whole set of stative verbs with adjectival meanings. These verbs take only one complement. Some of them include:
to be many to be red to be big to be good Almost all these verbs can become process verbs by the addition of a mA suffix. 17 Example:
They are big.
L ~+l+ma
They are-getting-big.
Although the addition of the mA suffjx causes no more arguments to be added to the verb, it does change the verb from [-aspectual] {showing no inflection for the completive-incompletive distinction) to [+aspectual] . Both process and stative verbs will be listed in the lexicon and redundancy rule 3 will capture the regularity between them:
The semantic primitive .9.Q. is used by Jackendoff (1976) for process verbs such as "turn red 11 or 11 melt 11 • The list of stative verbs is quite long, and almost all of them can occur with the mA suffix but some do not. This again confirms the use of the lexicalist approach, since it relates already existing forms rather than 11 producing 11 them. Thus, no forms must be listed as exceptions {i.e. as not undergoing a given transformation Verbs containing vowels of the retracted set are related to causative verbs ending in a or another central vowel. Each set is presented below separately-:-2 1 A set of transitive verbs is related to a ditransitive (i.e. causative) set. In this case we find: have. These features, appearing on higher nodes, allow the analyst to pinpoint the exact differences between verbal subclasses and to formulate important generalizations. Lexical redundancy rules have been used to relate verb 11 pairs 11 including passive-non-passive, causative-non-causative, and reciprocal nonreciprocal forms. This appears to be the best way of handling the data since the processes involved are not totally productive.
FOOTNOTES
11 Further analysis may reveal that the high tone negation is a remnant of an auxiliary, in which case the alternative solution (assigning NEG on the verb) would be favored. 12 In a later section~ we will discuss some other exceptions to this seneralization. 13 The rule as written involves a disjunction. It states that a pronominal sister, whether a direct or indirect object must precede any full post-verbal nominal. I know of no other way to state this generalization, but it does pose a problem since Hudson wants to disallow disjunction in rules. 1~T here are several similarities between verbal complements following auxiliaries and constructions seen in (13)+ (14), called sentence-comps. I hope to capture this generalization in a revised version of this paper.
15 1 am not aware of any way to collapse these two rules. 16 Because of vowel harmony, the passive marker o may be realized as o: ~wu+o = ~wuo grilled. Some verb stems undergo phonological change when the o passive marker is added on: 6LsE =6LsLo insulted. These changes are entirely predictable.
17 mA is realized as mA or ma depending on the vowel harmony set of the ve~s~.
-- 18 More research need to be done to determine if all reciprocals are -transitive. 19 Advanced vowels include i 1 +, u, e, a, o, while retracted vowels include L, ~, o, E, A, o. a occurs with both vowel harmony sets. 20 It is possible that an underlying~ marker is causing centralization of the back vowels u + o: bulu +e bala, in which case rules 6 and 7 could be collapsed. 21 Eventually I hope to collapse many of the rules into /X/+----+/X+a/.
